*Adding your own STUFF*

Let’s face it - if we are REALLY honest,
most of us are on some level, your
good ol’ fashioned PACK-RAT! We
love all of our special STUFF. We
probably have movie ticket stubs and
programs from years gone by and
odds and ends from here to eternity!
But it’s all important, right? It helps
tell the story, right??? It ADDS to the
memory, right??? Well, that’s is so
true for me too, but never fear...

...help IS on the way!! You really can keep all those nice
special little goodies tucked inside your memory album
project but NOT falling out of your desk drawers on the
floor anymore! There is a way to add those goodies to
your pages and preserve the memories without having to
keep on top of all that CLUTTER! As we have more story
behind us, that mountain of programs and tickets stubs,
brochures and pamphlets can just get really and truly
overwhelming! Help is as close as your nearest scanner!
When you come home from a trip or from a great play or
performance, set aside a folder on your desk for those
little mementos and when you get a chance scan them!
Take the highest quality scan you can and then import
the IMAGE into your projects! You get to keep the
MEMORY without the MESS!! Here’s how!

During the coming month you will receive a *DAILY*
email and PDF that will highlight one particular feature or function of your “My Memories Suite” software. Some will be
more challenging than others, some will be pretty basic. As always, I am *here* to answer any questions you might have
so never hesitate to email me or pop a post on the MyMemoriesSuite Facebook page!
I am *SO* happy you have decided to MARCH INTO MMS with me!!! Hope you enjoy it!
…..and don’t forget to make memory today !

Lisa J.
lisaj@mymemoriessuite.com
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Scanners have come WAY down in price in the last few
years and almost any scanner on the market now is going
to give you a nice quality image scan. Choose to scan your
ticket stubs, performance programs, travel brochures, and
even event flyers to include in your projects!
First SCAN your items with the highest quality scan
image you can select and save them to a folder on
your computer (remember to keep a back-up of super
important documents - don’t want to LOSE anything!)
Then, for straight edged images, pull them into your
project as a jpeg, either from the left side Resource
Gallery or by adding from the PHOTO panel
Remember you can always add a shadow or
frame/mat to any image to set it off from the
background even better!
If you have an item that is an irregular shape you many
want to consider either scanning and saving as a PNG
file or use another editing program (such as PhotoShop
Elements) to do an extraction or a program like MS
Publisher that allows you to remove the white background
Then to add the element to your project click ADD on
the EMBELLISHMENTS tab and choose the BROWSE
OTHER option on the pop up panel - then select the
image you want from your computer!

You can always add a shadow to your newly added
element to give it a little bit more POP!!
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Once you have your brochures or trip memorabilia
scanned and saved, it is easy to find a way to incorporate it
into your pages - here are just a couple of quick sample
pages with some brochures that we collected from our
recent trip to Arizona!
Here is a picture from the area outside of the Chapel
of the Holy Cross in Sedona, Arizona - if you ever get
out that way it is a *MUST SEE*

Here are a couple of touristy brochures I collected on
our trip - including one for the sunset Jeep tour we
took of the Grand Canyon!

The cool thing is that since these images are mostly
imported as photos you can crop them to only include
the part of the brochure or map, or program you
want! Here, I cropped just this cool little map from the
back of the brochure to use as an element on my
page!

SPECIAL NOTE: Just be aware of any copyright information
that might be a problem if you are doing work for other
people or work to sell!!
The *AMAZING* graphics used in the design of this PDF are from the “Love Shack” kit by the
incredibly talented designers @ TheEttes! Shop them by name in the MMS Design Shop!
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